THE IRRIGATION ACT

The Spring Garden (Irrigation Area) Order, 2020

In exercise of the power conferred upon the Minister by section 3 (1) of the Irrigation Act, and of every other power hereunto enabling, the following Order is hereby made:

1. — (1) This Order may be cited as the Spring Garden (Irrigation Area) Order, 2020.

2. The area described in Part A and delineated in Part B of the Schedule is declared to be an irrigation area for the purposes of the Act.

SCHEDULE

(Paragraph 2)

PART A. Description of Spring Garden Irrigation Area

Commencing at the intersection of the southern section of the main road from Buff Bay to Orange Bay and the western side of the Spanish River bank; then proceed in a southerly direction along the Spanish River Bank to the corner of the boundary at the gridline intersection of 789300 and 673200; then continuing in a westerly direction along the boundary to the center of the Spring Garden Road. From there, proceed in a northerly direction following the center point of the Spring Garden Road to the point in line with Lifespan Water northern boundary between gridlines 789000, 764000 and 789100, 674000; then, move in a westerly direction along the Lifespan Water Northern boundary to the western side of the stream located north westerly of the intersection of gridlines 788800, 673900;

Proceed in a south westerly direction along the western boundary of the stream to the south western point of the parcel between gridlines 788700, 673900 and 788800, 673900. Then, move north westerly along the same parcel; across the reserve road and continue north westerly along another parcel for approximately 49 meters, at which a northerly direction is taken just south westerly of the gridline intersection of 788700, 674000, along the said parcel to meet another parcel of land at the perpendicular located northward of the gridline intersection of 788700, 674000. Thence, proceed westerly to the eastern section of another stream, where a northerly direction is taken along the eastern side of the stream and western side of the different parcels, and continue north until the stream meets the western side of the Buff Bay to Orange Bay main road near the gridline intersection of
788700,675000; then proceed along the southern side of the same main road to the point where it intersects the western side of the Spanish River.

PART B. Delineation of Spring Garden Area

[Insert Map Here]

Dated the 21st day of May, 2020.

[Signature]

Minister of Industry, Commerce, Agriculture and Fisheries.